
What Donors Want: 
Myth vs. Research 



I’m 
convinced!
(But are you correct?) 



“If we tell an 
engaging enough 
story, that will be 

enough.”



“Donor communications 
are NOT about reading; 
donor communications 

are about getting people 
to ACT.”
- Tom Ahern 





“Our donors don’t like 
‘junk mail’.”



Source: 2018 Association of National Advertisers /Direct Mail Advertising Response Rate Report





“Tangible materials 
leave a deeper 

‘footprint’ on the brain.”
 

Source: Millward Brown: Case Study, Using Neuroscience to Understand the Role of Direct Mail 





“To grow online 
donations, our appeals 

should be made online.”



“Donors are three times 
more likely to give online 

in response to a direct mail 
appeal vs. a digital appeal.” 

Source: Target Analytics, 2011 donorCentricsTM Internet and Multichannel Giving Benchmark Report 



“Direct mail will continue to 
decline as a gift transaction 
preference, but it is already 

playing a new and critical role as 
a conduit to giving through other 

methodologies.” 
Source: Cignus Applied Research, 2018 Burk Donor Survey 





“Our donors don’t 
want to hear from us 

too often.”



Nearly 75 percent of respondents 
say they might stop donating to 
an organization based on poor 

content, including vague content, 
dull content, irrelevant content, 

and inconvenient formatting.
Source: 2017 Abila Donor Loyalty Study  



Source: 2018 Abila Donor Engagement Study 





“Our donors are highly 
educated - we don’t 

need to write for 
readability.”



If readers have to labor 
to read your fundraising 

message, they usually 
won’t bother. 

- Jeff Brooks





“We need to focus all 
of our effort on (x) 

fundraising 
channel.”



“Age is the key differentiating 
characteristic when it comes to 

the types of causes donors choose 
to support, how they transact 
gifts and what they expect the 
not-for-profits they support.” 

Source: Cignus Applied Research, 2018 Burk Donor Survey





“Our donors give 
because they love us - 
they don’t need a lot of 

appreciation.”



...a thank-you letter reaffirming 
the difference that their 

donations made increased average 
gifts by 60% in comparison to 
a control group of donors who 
did not receive this thank-you 

communication.
Source: Learning to Say Thank-You: The Role of Donor Aknowledgements, Shang, Sargeant, Carpenter, and Day





What myths have you 
encountered? 



Thank you! 

jules@juleswrites.com 


